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1

E X P L O R I N G  T H E 
B O R D E R L A N D S  T H R O U G H 
C O L L A B O R AT I V E  I N Q U I R Y

A Narrative Introduction
Patrick M. Green, Emily A. Eddins, Becca Berkey, and Cara Meixner

Exploring the intersection of faculty development and service-
learning and community engagement (S-LCE) is how this edited 
volume began for our team of four coeditors. From the ongoing 

pedagogical workshops we provide faculty colleagues to the book groups, 
cohort programs, and faculty learning communities (FLCs) we coordinate, 
intriguing interconnections between the two fi elds have become more and 
more evident. Faculty development, also known or referred to as educational 
development, has evolved into a core function of the work of S-LCE profes-
sionals. Moreover, educational developers within university centers for teach-
ing and learning often fi nd themselves working with faculty interested in 
incorporating S-LCE into their work.

As a coediting team of S-LCE practitioner-scholars, faculty, and educa-
tional developers, we found ourselves mulling over the following  poignant 
questions, among others: Is the intersection of faculty development and 
S-LCE nascent, or is it established? Are we seeking to connect these two fi elds 
more intentionally, or have we encountered the need to pave new pathways? 
In contemplation of these questions, we began the process of conceptual-
izing this edited volume, simultaneously positioning ourselves relative to the 
book’s content, approach, and audience.

This narrative introduction may read unlike those governing edited vol-
umes with which you, as the reader, are familiar. As one might anticipate, we 
will glance cursorily at the arc of the book, peering into the focus and intent 
of its subsections and chapters. More integrally, however, we wish to make 
transparent the very processes, biases, positions, and methods used to frame 
the volume. By doing so, we pull back the metaphorical curtain, making 
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2  EXPLORING THE BORDERLANDS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY

visible what might otherwise be obscured at the intersection of faculty devel-
opment and S-LCE. Thus, this narrative introduction reveals the refl exive 
methodological processes framing the book, with considerable effort given to 
explicating our positions relative to the content. Therein, we identify themes 
inherent in our own experiences as educators, inviting the reader to engage in 
the same refl exive process. From there, we describe the nuanced procedures 
used to identify chapter contributors, concluding with an overview of the 
edited volume’s arc and contents.

Navigating Intersections, Exploring Borderlands

We are educators facilitating community engagement and faculty develop-
ment, among many other courses and initiatives, in varied higher education 
settings. Within this work, some pathways are clearly paved whereas others 
are disconnected or unchartered. Regardless, what is inherent to each of our 
positions in academe is the core work of facilitating connections—we link fac-
ulty to teaching and learning strategies and community partners, we connect 
students to community engagement opportunities, and we facilitate partner-
ships between the university and its multiple communities. In many ways, 
we reside at the intersection of S-LCE and faculty development in order to 
connect.

Indeed, serving in professional roles in higher education with multiple 
responsibilities, audiences, and functions initially brought us to approach-
ing the milieux of S-LCE and faculty development as intersectional. Yet the 
metaphor of intersection is not fully apt in describing the connection between 
these fi elds.

As we critically interrogated our work in S-LCE and faculty develop-
ment, we found the construct of borderland more edifying. We built on the 
feminist philosopher and cultural theorist Gloria Anzaldúa’s (1987) concep-
tion of “borderland.” In her landmark book Borderlands/La Frontera: New 
Mestiza, she describes the Mexican-American woman’s (Mestiza) experience 
of crossing cultural borders and crafts the image of crossing borders and 
borderlands. Anzaldúa (1987) explains, “A borderland is a vague and unde-
termined place created by the emotional residue of an unnatural bound-
ary. It is in a constant state of transition” (p. 3). Tyler (2009) builds on 
Anzaldua’s conception of borderland, explaining that it

both creates and is created by space and consciousness, culture and people, 
history, the present, and the future, by fact and folklore, tradition, and 
experimentation. . . . The borderlands span the boundary and include it, 
blurring it until there is no this side and that side. (p. 528)
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EXPLORING THE BORDERLANDS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY  3

From this idea of borderlands, we colocated a foundational concept that 
refl ects our multidimensional personal and professional identities in this 
work.

This concept of borderlands connects to Whitchurch’s (2013) framing 
of third spaces and third-space professionals. Whitchurch describes third-
space professionals as individuals who hold both academic and professional 
credentials and exist in a paradoxical, ambiguous, and uncertain space in 
contemporary education. As educators and learners engaged through our 
roles in S-LCE and faculty development, we fi nd ourselves at the edges 
where S-LCE and faculty development touch: curricular and cocurricular, 
faculty and administrator, theory-driven and practice-based, program man-
ager and program facilitator, each of these roles contributing to our identities 
as practitioner-scholar and scholar-practitioner. Inhabiting multiple roles at 
once, we fi nd ourselves navigating the borderlands of learning spaces in and 
out of the classroom—and the borderlands of our own identities, personal 
and professional. We fi nd ourselves existing in third spaces as third-space 
professionals.

As has been noted (Stryker & Burke, 2000), “the greater the number of 
related identities, the greater the diffi culty of dealing simultaneously with 
relationships among them” (p. 292). Through this chapter’s refl ection and 
dialogue—anchored by exploration of our identities, values, and passions—
we aim to empower you, and all readers of this text, to refl ect and explore 
your own identities, values, and passions as you read this volume. By shar-
ing our inquiry and methodology, we invite you to practice this refl exive 
approach, situating yourself in relation to the model and themes developed 
here. Specifi cally, we call you to explore and engage through the Reader 
Refl ections featured in this introduction. These are the very questions we 
asked ourselves and worked through with one another as we embarked on 
this project and throughout its compilation. In addition, our answers to these 
questions evolved, and continue to evolve, through the very learning taking 
place throughout the process; we hope they will for you as well.

Reader Reflections
• Who are you as an educator? What roles do you occupy and how do 

those roles intersect with one another and with your own identities 
(e.g., sociocultural, educational)?

• What do you do in S-LCE and educational development spaces, 
what do you know about these fi elds, and how does that inform 
how you approach your work? Where are there gaps in knowledge, 
understanding, synthesis, and application?
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4  EXPLORING THE BORDERLANDS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY

• How are you refl ected in the narratives and positions showcased in 
this book?

• How is your work refl ected in the frameworks, case studies, and 
theories that emerge in this book?

• Which of your borderlands still need to be identifi ed, named, and 
explored?

Methodological Approaches

To understand the metaphor of borderlands is to interrogate the rich tapestry 
of our own life experiences. Such examination requires a methodological 
process. We approached this process through a variety of qualitative forms of 
inquiry, including emergent design (Creswell, 2012), collaborative inquiry 
(Donohoo, 2013), scholarly personal narrative (Nash, 2004), and transper-
sonal and heuristic research (Rendón, 2009). Qualitative inquiry focuses on 
understanding, making meaning of, and explaining social phenomena. This 
multifaceted approach to inquiry serves as an opportunity to exercise the 
methodological and refl ective practices woven throughout the professions 
represented in this volume, the rhetoric of the fi elds, and shared efforts to 
cocreate knowledge.

Scholarly Personal Narrative, Collaborative Inquiry, and 
Collaborative Ethnography

Under the auspices of scholarly personal narrative, collaborative inquiry 
(Donohoo, 2013), and collaborative ethnography (Lassiter, 2005), the  coediting 
team interwove various methodological approaches to make meaning of our 
distinct and shared positionalities. A narrative is a representation of an indi-
vidual story, from a particular voice or perspective, and “involves the reconstruc-
tion of a person’s experience in relationship both to the other and to a social 
milieu” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 5). We began by writing our indi-
vidual narratives, refl ecting on questions similar to the ones we have invited you 
to ponder. To do so, we utilized scholarly personal narrative (Nash, 2004) as a 
general framework, relying heavily on the inquiry approach of Rendón’s (2014) 
Sentipensante (Sensing/Thinking) Pedagogy. This inquiry approach, which deep-
ens the narrative process and mirrors the pedagogical and epistemological con-
text of our work, highlights transpersonal research, a methodological approach 
that positions each of us as coresearcher and partner in the process. Rendón 
explains in transpersonal research how we serve “as partners and co-researchers 
who turned to one another in truth while we attempt to open the interhuman 
nature of the experience” (pp. 52–53).
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EXPLORING THE BORDERLANDS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY  5

We shared our personal narratives with each other and began to indi-
vidually identify themes and questions from reading each other’s works. Such 
inquiry evolved into collaborative ethnography, wherein we together studied 
our shared narratives as artifacts of human culture. Lassiter (2005) explains:

We might sum up collaborative ethnography as an approach to ethnog-
raphy that deliberately and explicitly emphasizes collaboration at every 
point in the ethnographic process, without veiling it—from project con-
ceptualization, to fi eldwork, and, especially, through the writing process. 
Collaborative ethnography invites commentary from our consultants and 
seeks to make that commentary overtly part of the ethnographic text as it 
develops. In turn, this negotiation is reintegrated back into the fi eldwork 
process itself. Importantly, the process yields texts that are co-conceived or 
cowritten with local communities of collaborators and consider multiple 
audiences outside the confi nes of academic discourse, including local con-
stituencies. These texts can—and often do—include multiple authors; but 
not exclusively so. Collaborative ethnography, then, is both a theoretical 
and a methodological approach for doing and writing ethnography. (p. 15)

The iterative process of cocreation and coauthorship is inherent in the 
shared narratives detailed later in this chapter. This edited volume rests on 
the collaborative ethnography design process, as we both coconceived the 
volume structure and cowrote chapters while working with multiple con-
tributors throughout the text.

Emergent Design: Constructing the Book

Engaging in a literature review of published work in the two distinct fi elds 
of S-LCE and educational development, we explored the intersections of 
the two areas, intentionally attempting to bridge them. Through multiple 
courses of deliberative dialogue among the coeditor team, we established 
the explicit purpose of this edited volume. The construction of the book 
followed the iterative, emergent process generated by the coediting team 
described in this section.

This edited volume aims to provide scholar-practitioners and S-LCE 
professionals with an analysis of approaches to faculty development at 
the intersection of the two fi elds of educational development and S-LCE. 
Within these contexts, we decided contributions to the book would include 
the following:

• An overview of faculty development approaches along with theoretical 
frameworks to support educational development in the area of S-LCE
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6  EXPLORING THE BORDERLANDS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY

• Case studies that provide an outline of program models and promising 
practices, including an authentic analysis of the institutional context 
within which they operate, the positionality of the practitioner-
scholars overseeing them, the resources required, and the evidence 
related to both successes and challenges of these approaches

• Potential contributions to scholarship, such as the scholarship of 
teaching and learning (SoTL) and to institutional change that 
innovative approaches may produce

Given the emergent design process that ensued, coupled with the goals 
previously identifi ed, this edited volume’s structure is organized in four parts 
with guidance for the reader written by the editors.

• Part One: The Landscape of Faculty Development and Community 
Engagement

• Part Two: Models of Faculty Development in Service-Learning/
Community Engagement

• Part Three: Challenges and Opportunities in Pedagogy and 
Partnerships

• Part Four: Engendering Change in Educational Development

The intended audience for this volume is broad, and our aims for this 
book approach the goals from a twofold perspective: (a) to situate faculty 
development in S-LCE within the higher education context to demonstrate 
its necessity to institutionalize and improve practice of S-LCE and (b) to pro-
vide the diverse audience of faculty, scholar-practitioners, educational devel-
opers, and community engagement professionals with an array of examples 
and models, as well as realistic strategies, to evolve their faculty development 
efforts in S-LCE on their respective campuses. To achieve a volume that con-
tributes to and engages audiences across S-LCE, educational development, 
and beyond, we sought contributors for the fi rst, third, and fourth parts of 
the volume who represent diverse perspectives within both fi elds and who 
are well versed in the topics and areas we identifi ed as important to include. 
As a coediting team, we had initial ideas for chapter themes but allowed 
contributors to take these themes in the directions they so desired. In the 
process, we helped by providing other chapter drafts as requested for author 
consideration and also offered feedback through refl ective conversations with 
them, creating an iterative process of collaborative narrative which we sought 
to achieve throughout the text.

In addition to the iterative process for the chapters in parts one, three, 
and four, we allowed an emergent design approach to inquiry guide our 
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EXPLORING THE BORDERLANDS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY  7

decision-making processes as we set the structure of part two. This design 
approach included constructing a request for proposal (RFP) protocol for 
the second section of the book, eliciting case studies with models that dem-
onstrate the connections between S-LCE and faculty development. Sharing 
the RFP broadly across professional organization networks, our coediting 
team received 45 case study proposals. After reviewing these proposals with 
a rubric and specifi c criteria including content, innovation, integration of 
faculty development programs and practices, and organization of ideas, along 
with the writing samples provided by submitters, we narrowed the list down 
to nine fi nal case studies. Then we thematically analyzed these case studies to 
determine content focus, establishing clear themes.

This emergent design process contributed to the development of case 
study themes, chapter topics, order, and organization. Originally we struc-
tured the edited volume in three sections, but as the text evolved through 
emergent design, we restructured and reorganized chapters into the four 
sections published here. In addition, several case study models determined 
chapter content and organization for the case study chapters and contrib-
uted to the overall layout of the text. The quality and substance of propos-
als we received encouraged us to invite several contributors who submitted 
case study proposals to write entire chapters for the text. Again, this itera-
tive approach runs throughout our book construction from beginning to 
end, and we believe it to be refl ective of ourselves as practitioner-scholars—
in a constant state of transition, making decisions and then refl ecting and 
evaluating, adjusting, and refi ning those decisions.

Our Shared Narrative Inquiry

To inspire and ignite the narrative process, we read excerpts on scholarly per-
sonal narrative from Our Stories Matter: Liberating the Voices of Marginalized 
Students Through Scholarly Personal Narrative Writing (Nash & Viray, 2013) 
and inquiry through transpersonal and heuristic research from Sentipensante 
(Sensing/Thinking) Pedagogy: Educating for Wholeness, Social Justice and 
Liberation (Rendón, 2009). We refl ected on the texts and individually wrote 
fi ve pages refl ecting on prompts such as how we came into our role, profes-
sionally; what identities and experiences inform our work; and what passions 
we fi nd in this work. Then we collected our narratives, synthesizing them 
into raw data to be analyzed with support from NVivo, a qualitative software 
tool.

We conducted a heuristic analysis to code for themes, building on the 
methodological approaches previously described. Themes were coded uti-
lizing heuristic and phenomenological techniques, with a consensus coding 
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8  EXPLORING THE BORDERLANDS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY

approach employed by all four coeditors to credential the data. Four main 
themes emerged: transformative experiences, values, community-focused, and 
consciousness of identity. The themes emerging from the narratives each con-
sisted of subthemes that intersected and supported the other themes. Further, 
there were subthemes extant across each main theme: refl ective scholar-
practitioner, intersectionality of identities, interdisciplinary approaches to 
social change, and boundary-crosser. The subthemes and themes are inter-
connected, as demonstrated by Figure I.1, a heuristic that emerged from 
analysis of the data of raw narratives.

The four themes outlined in the following sections highlight the inward 
and outward spaces we inhabit and traverse in our roles, as well as the blurred 
spaces—the borderlands. We refl ect inward and analyze our values, seeing 
those outwardly realized in the layered and multidimensional communities 
we inhabit. We locate consciousness of identity through critical refl ection and 
awareness of our roles and responsibilities in and throughout those spaces, 
hinged together through transformative experiences we encounter as individ-
uals and enact through our community-focused work. This inward-outward 
refl ection is not, of course, a linear process, but rather an iterative one. We 

Figure I.1. Conceptual map of themes from collaborative inquiry process.

Interdisciplinary approaches to
social change

Multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary,
and cross-disciplinary topics (e.g.,
leadership, justice issues, service-
learning, and sustainability)

Reflexive methodological
approaches

Values:
Authenticity, curiosity,
spirituality, community,
education and justice

Transformative experiences:
Personal,

educational, and professional

Consciousness of Identity:
Hybrid roles, intersections, and

undefined spaces

Community-Focused:
Collaborative, cocreated, co-owned,

and cross-cultural

Boundary-crossing: culture change
in the academy and community

Engagement in multiple spaces
(community-based learning, faculty
development)

Articulation of community as
source of knowledge

Reflexive scholar-
practitioners
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EXPLORING THE BORDERLANDS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY  9

hope that in reviewing our collective narrative, you may traverse both inward 
and outward.

Reader Reflections
• Which of these themes resonate with you and why?
• Are there other themes essential to your narrative that you would add?

Transformative Experiences

We each came to and are carried through our work by transformational expe-
riences. Drawing from Mezirow and associates’ (1990) theory of transforma-
tive learning, refl ection on critical incidences within our lives has shaped 
our identities. Articulating personal, professional, and educational experi-
ences that signifi cantly changed our lives and infl uenced our paths upon 
refl ection support transformative experiences as a foundational theme. 
Transformational experiences that we have personally experienced, as well 
as ones we have facilitated and fostered for others, defi ne the ever-evolving 
nature of our work. Similarly, we recognize transformational experiences 
as catalysts for reinvention, examination of our identities and values, and a 
source for contemplation of how we situate our personal-professional selves 
and navigate our multiple roles, as blended professionals (Whitchurch, 
2009) serving in professional and academic spaces. As the central, founda-
tional theme, it informs and is informed by others.

Transformative Experiences as Catalysts

Each of the narratives addressed experiences that were critical to us, person-
ally and professionally. These were transformational in that they allowed us 
to pivot, change, or progress in new directions. Whitchurch (2013) suggests 
that third-space professionals are often working in multidisciplinary teams 
engaged directly with learning, research, and engagement activities, as one of 
our narratives describes:

I began to see intersections between community organizations at which 
I worked and institutions of higher education. I experienced college 
students volunteering with my education programs (tutoring, GED prepa-
ration, literacy skill development). I was signing hour logs for students 
at state institutions, and saw the capacity of college students and higher 
education institutions juxtaposed with the assets of community organiza-
tions. The potential at these intersections was fascinating, but seemingly 
underdeveloped.
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10  EXPLORING THE BORDERLANDS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY

Situating ourselves in transformational experiences allowed us to see 
more fully the connections between faculty development and S-LCE—and 
what brought us to this work. Understanding the third-space professional 
role and being drawn to it was central:

This constellation of identities drives, sustains, and nourishes the work that 
I do in higher education.

Each of our narratives describes transformational experiences as pivotal 
and defi ning moments in our lives, which have served as points of reference 
and a persistent guide as we continue in our personal and professional lives. 
Although each of our transformational experiences was set in different con-
texts, the outcome proved similar. We are now able to look back on these expe-
riences that changed us, and therefore how we interact in the world around 
us. Moving forward from these experiences, the following quotation speaks 
to how one of us carries that transformation through her professional work:

Rather than building, I am for the fi rst time in my career in a role focused 
on evolving and fostering. Also in this place and time I am more con-
vinced than ever of how essential this work is, and how important it is for 
all learners and humans to cultivate their disciplinary, cross-disciplinary, 
and/or interdisciplinary civic voices so we can stand in community, face 
our inherent complexity, propose and enact impassioned and sympathetic 
solution-oriented approaches, and embrace our interconnectivity with one 
another and our natural world and its systems.

Such transformational experiences are foundational to our narratives, 
and as such, this theme serves to undergird the other themes of values, 
community-focus, and consciousness of identity that emerged from our 
collaborative ethnography.

Values

In the collaborative analysis of our scholarly personal narratives, the theme 
of values arose as central, multifaceted, and connected to other identifi ed 
themes. Values are the integral, and often intractable, phenomenological 
pillars that guide our thoughts, beliefs, and behaviors—both implicitly and 
explicitly. Values also constitute core facets of our “inner landscape,” which 
is conceptualized by Parker Palmer, founder of the Center for Courage and 
Renewal, as tripartite: cognitive and intellectual, emotional and psychologi-
cal, and spiritual. This inner landscape is informed by and interacts with the 
world around us. In an interview with Yes! Magazine, Palmer explores this 
intersection (van Gelder, 2009):
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EXPLORING THE BORDERLANDS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY  11

Engaging the inner life also makes for a more ethical professional prac-
tice. . . . When you develop an awareness of your inner life, you became 
aware of the disparity between your integrity and the way the institutions 
around you operate. . . . At that point, you have to reach deep and ask 
yourself, “Am I going to continue to live a divided life? Am I going to 
tuck this under the rug and pretend that I don’t know what’s going on? 
Or am I going to become a moral change agent within my institution and 
rally like-minded people around me, coalescing our power to bring about 
institutional change?”

Palmer’s deft insights into change agency connect indelibly to our team’s 
conceptualization of values. Together, we explored values beyond the stereo-
typic confi nes of individualism; our values are contextualized within these 
qualities or arenas:

• Communal in orientation (e.g., Nelson Mandela—ubuntu)
• Professional anchors
• Relational connectors
• Cultural arbiters and peacemakers
• Compass points—directional, particularly when issues are thorny 

(often the case in S-LCE)

More specifi cally, an analysis of subthemes across our narratives revealed 
fi ve cohering values, encompassing a constellation around which we, the 
coeditors of this narrative, orbit and interconnect: authenticity, curiosity, 
education, community, and justice. These subthemes, drawn from the values 
theme, are further defi ned and explained in the following sections, with 
examples from our shared narratives provided in Table I.1.

Authenticity
The narratives revealed authenticity as a value tethered to our awareness of 
self, others, and place in the world. Drawing from Nash’s (2004) scholarly 
personal narrative framework, the very act of creating and sharing our per-
sonal narratives was an exercise in authenticity. These musings suggest that 
authenticity, as a guidepost, is as existential as it is practical. Being “real” 
entails turning into one’s inner truth while exercising transparency in interac-
tions with others.

Curiosity
Though curiosity may be menacing for the feline species, our shared value 
of curiosity speaks to a scaffolded, lifelong quest to investigate, discover, 
experiment, understand, and uncover. It is the link between inquiry (our 
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12  EXPLORING THE BORDERLANDS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY

TABLE I.1 

Examples of Themes From Written Refl ection as 
Part of the Collaborative Inquiry Process

Values 
Subthemes

Examples From Narratives

Authenticity “I can’t help being an open book, I don’t know any other way."
“I am . . . an instructor who values a classroom-community environment 

premised upon colearning, authenticity, and vulnerability.”

Curiosity “My desire to learn more generated a new journey.”
“I am an insatiably curious person, a feminist, an educator, a critical 

scholar, an activist researcher.”
“I found myself so engaged in intellectual questions—and from a very 

young age—that it would later surprise me to learn that not all others 
had similar curiosities.”

Education “Education was always a foundation in my family. . . . Having parents 
who worked their way through college, the value of education was 
readily apparent for my two brothers and two sisters and I. . . . 
Education and work ethic were synonymous—you worked really 
hard to go to school, you worked really hard in school, and then you 
work really hard after school at your job.”

“I have always viewed myself as an educator, so whether in teaching or 
administrative roles (or both, as the case has often been), this is a 
central identity in my work.”

“The act of writing something different, doing research in a different 
way, changed the course of how I encounter academic spaces and my 
purpose in and throughout those spaces.”

Community “There is [in my community] real poverty, real injustice, and real 
community need, real sea level rise and impacts of climate change, 
and an incredible amount of hard working people striving to address 
and rectify those challenges.”

“Though I had abandoned my religious inclinations, a spirituality of 
caring and compassion emerged; I found ‘church’ in my work with 
communities.”

Justice “To fi nally have environmental justice brought to my attention as a 
scholarly fi eld and to see the multitude of justice issues impacting 
the 2.7 million+ people who are farmworkers in the United States, I 
fi nally found the thing I cared so much about that I could spend my 
life trying to explore, understand, and act on it.”

“Those spaces allow me to challenge normative structures of society and 
our institutions in order to seek more just spaces. Thus, my passions 
for faith and justice, for equity and equality, for human rights, for 
peace, for the common good, all drive my work in education.”
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EXPLORING THE BORDERLANDS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY  13

shared reverence for research) and practice (our shared commitment for well-
developed program implementation). The narratives were punctuated as 
much with musings on curiosity as they were with curious musings. Tethered 
to the value of curiosity is a desired outcome to pursue curious quests not for 
scruples, but for justice. As children, it would appear that our curiosities led 
us to question the answers. As adults, our curiosities mobilize change.

Education
Unsurprisingly, valuing education was central to each of our personal narra-
tives. This value, however, is about not only being educated but also educating 
others and communities for the betterment of society. And although each of 
us recognizes our extraordinary privilege in holding advanced degrees, our 
pathways varied extensively, with at least one of us enduring struggles along 
the way. Learning is central here, and education is the mechanism to foster 
this value. Even on the front page of the website of one of our primary pro-
fessional associations, the International Association for Research on Service-
Learning and Community Engagement, a quote from Nelson Mandela 
proudly proclaims that education “is the most powerful weapon which you 
can use to change the world.”

Community
In Teaching Community: A Pedagogy of Hope, bell hooks (2003) seeks to “illu-
minate the space of the possible where we can work to sustain our hope and 
create community with justice as the core foundation” (p. xvi). Our editorial 
team expressed community as a signature value that entails bringing people 
together in community and caring together for community. Emblematic of 
this value are several excerpts wherein we denote connection to community 
or communities. Intriguingly, our values pointed less to engagement (e.g., 
community engagement) and more to the role of community as haven and 
point of connection.

Justice
The value of justice is indelibly integral to our work as educational devel-
opers and S-LCE professionals. Both curiosity and education, tied to our 
experiences within diverse communities, have cultivated within each of us a 
profound awareness of using privilege to effect change. To do this in just ways 
is also evident in our writings.

This theme and its subthemes make transparent the values that drive 
our coeditorship of this book. We strive for authenticity, writing in ways 
that are as earnest as they may also be uncomfortable. We value curiosity, 
urging upon ourselves, the contributors, and readers to maintain a playful, 
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14  EXPLORING THE BORDERLANDS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY

inquisitive spirit of learning and engagement. We endear ourselves to edu-
cation—informal and formal—and uphold the notion that each and every 
one of us, regardless of experience or academic degree, has something pow-
erful to add to the narrative. We situate ourselves in a discursive community 
in hope and expectation of ongoing dialogue leading to small- and large-
scale transformations. Most pivotally, we do this work for justice, without 
which there is little toward which to channel hope and action. As we iden-
tifi ed these subthemes to further clarify our collective values, we similarly 
expressed how those values are more outwardly expressed and exercised in 
the various communities and in our work toward justice and social change.

Community-Focused

A central organizing principle emerged around the community-focused 
nature of our own identities as individuals, scholars, and practitioners. 
During the analysis of our personal stories, it became apparent that we each 
have been infl uenced by, and seek to infl uence, our communities in our lives 
through the creation of collaborative spaces, fostering of cooperative relation-
ships, and truthful recognition of the cocreation and co-ownership of our 
own work and identities in the communities of which we are part. It is (per-
haps) unsurprising that this emerged as a central theme within our personal 
narratives, given that central to or at least part of all of our professional roles 
relate to S-LCE.

In the fi rst chapter of their edited volume titled The Unheard Voices: 
Community Organizations and Service Learning, Randy Stoecker and 
Elizabeth A. Tryon (2009) discuss a “dialectical process” (p. 7) through 
which university educators and administrators work with, for, and as part 
of the community(ies) they serve and where they are located. This theme 
encapsulates that process, as we each live it daily. In chapter 8 of that 
same volume, author Amy S. Mondloch (2009) discusses the potential role 
of service-learning in bridging alignment (and potential misalignment) 
between university and community organizations’ missions as a double-
edged sword, stating, “Service learning can be fuel for the fi re or it can be 
more sticks thrown helter-skelter into the woods. It’s up to us to be con-
scious of where we put our efforts and to what ends” (p. 140). This tension 
emerged in both the major theme and subthemes covered in this section as 
we navigate the often choppy waters of being S-LCE and faculty develop-
ment professionals.

In consideration of the theme of community-focus: collaborative, 
 cocreated, co-owned, and cross-cultural exemplars emerged that illustrate its 
centrality:
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Creating spaces for students to explore these topics through a variety of 
disciplinary lenses in different community settings, while also addressing 
the community’s priorities, is the essence of community-based learning.

I examined the collaborative processes among residents of a rural 
Panamanian community, a locally based ecotourism group, a Panamanian 
nongovernmental organization, a university Alternative Break Program in 
the United States, and faculty and student leaders of the groups.

I bring these identities, values, and beliefs to my work with faculty, 
community partner organizations and residents, my colleagues, and our 
students. In this work, I strive to live in community and understanding, by 
principles of cocreation and co-ownership, . . . and to seek to cultivate that 
understanding in others through meaningful partnership.

These excerpts from our narratives demonstrate our shared focus on 
community. Three subthemes emerged under this main theme: boundary 
crossing, community as a source of knowledge, and engagement in multiple 
spaces. Table I.2 provides examples from our shared narratives to support 
each of the subthemes.

Boundary Crossing
The subtheme of boundary crossing (culture change in the academy and 
community) hearkens back to Anzaldúa’s (1987) conception of the border-
lands. This theme is characterized by the ways in which we each articulate 
and refl ect on how we cultivate change. In addition, this subtheme involves 
how we cultivate relationships inherent in the overarching community-
focused nature of our multiple identities. Doing this means recognizing the 
pressured and competing commitments at the intersection of the university 
and community. Similarly, it suggests developing the skills and tempera-
ment to see things from multiple perspectives and represent the intentions 
of all stakeholders. Navigating the centrality of the community and justice in 
our roles became an organizing subtheme. We traverse and navigate our institu-
tions’ broader community-based work with the values and multiple identities 
involved, seeking to bring together knowledge, action, and connection through 
building relationships and shared understanding of common goals.

Community as Source of Knowledge
The subtheme of articulation of community as a source of knowledge emerged 
across our narratives as a way to get at the overarching theme of community-
focused, cross-cultural, and coidentifi ed and co-owned work. Essential to our 
shared identity is the goal to articulate—both to ourselves as well as to our 
institutions—how crucial it is to facilitate space for community perspectives 
and community expertise in our planning, implementation, assessment, and 
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16  EXPLORING THE BORDERLANDS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE INQUIRY

TABLE I.2 

Examples of Community Subthemes Emerging 
From the Collaborative Narrative Process

Community 
Subthemes

Examples From Narratives

Boundary 
Crossing

“The institution had procured a reputation for its extraordinary 
work in leadership and community engagement, but this status 
lacked vigor, authenticity, and substance. Were we cycling 
students through altruistic, institution-centric, ‘feel good’ 
experiences—or were we excavating the terrain of hegemony, 
privilege, and status in an attempt to dismantle, disrupt, 
emancipate, and restore?”

Community as 
a Source of 
Knowledge

“I would use my nascent Spanish skills to communicate and connect 
with the residents, among them a rambunctious, affable mother 
named Santa Silverio. . . . Santa and I would chat back and forth 
as we worked side-by-side installing new fl ooring; I learned that 
she and her family had emigrated from Cuba, as had most of 
her neighbors. I learned of her effervescent love for Miami— its 
energy, diversity, opportunities, and people. I learned from Santa 
that things were solo cosas—just things; what mattered most were 
the safety of her family and the preservation of her heritage and 
culture.”

“I partnered with the Farmworker Association of Florida as a 
service-learning partner in my own teaching. It was in this 
collaboration that I fi rst learned about farmworker issues, and 
a lightbulb went off for me. . . . My doctoral research is at the 
intersection of environmental justice (EJ), farmworker justice, 
and social change and coalition building and my research has 
mostly been community-based participatory in its approach, and 
qualitative and constructivist in its methods.”

Engagement 
in Multiple 
Spaces

“Professionally, I am: an action researcher and community-based 
scholar deeply engaged in advocacy initiatives that improve 
the lives of persons with brain injury and other disabilities; an 
instructor who values a classroom-community environment 
premised upon colearning, authenticity, and vulnerability; and 
a faculty developer dedicated to cultivating brave spaces where 
faculty enhance their intersectional identities as teachers, scholars, 
and servant-leaders. I love the hybrid nature of my position—
that of associate professor and administrator.”

“My professional work in different spaces has undoubtedly 
informed my role as a scholar-practitioner.”
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ongoing efforts. Essentially, the community is a source of knowledge, and we 
aim to integrate this in our work. Identifying the community as a source of 
knowledge, full of assets that contribute through individual skills, associa-
tions, and institutions, presents a fundamental asset-based community devel-
opment approach that is inherent in our work (Kretzmann & McKnight, 
1996).

Engagement in Multiple Spaces
In the fi nal subtheme, engagement in multiple spaces (community-based 
learning and faculty development), we can see the connection of the previous 
two subthemes and the overall theme as they relate specifi cally to our profes-
sional roles as S-LCE and/or faculty development professionals. Drawing on 
Anzaldúa’s (1987) conception of borderlands, we engage in multiple settings 
as well as through multiple roles. In our roles, we wear many hats: admin-
istrators, faculty, staff, academics, and so on. Each role that we occupy is 
informed by and through our community focus. Engagement in multiple 
spaces connects to other themes and subthemes in this heuristic analysis from 
boundary crossing to community focus, as we move in and out of the com-
munity and academic settings. References to moving in multiple spaces is 
both literal and geographic for us.

Consciousness of Identity

Across our narratives emerged a signifi cant theme of the consciousness of 
identity as a distinct characteristic as an educator. Rendón (2014) challenges 
us, as educators, to reimagine our role in higher education—to fashion an 
integrative, consonant pedagogy rooted in social justice. To address the social 
change agency inherent in this role, she draws from Freire’s (1971) critical 
consciousness “to become change agents for a better society” (Rendón, 2014, 
p. 100). This critical consciousness, including the identity of a boundary-
crossing change agent and hybrid roles as scholar-practitioner, was woven 
throughout our narratives.

Throughout the coding process in the analysis of the unstructured data 
(narratives), there were several subthemes that emerged from the conscious-
ness of identity theme, including awareness of positionality, description of 
multiple roles, articulation of hybrid roles, and intersection of identities 
working toward social change. Examples from our shared narratives are 
featured in Table I.3 to support the subthemes.
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TABLE I.3 

Examples of Consciousness of Identity Subthemes Emerging 
From the Coeditors’ Collaborative Narrative Process

Consciousness 
of Identity 
Subthemes

Example From Narratives

Awareness of 
Positionality

“I located myself as a qualitative researcher, exploring the 
educator’s inner experiences of engaging in deep learning 
experiences with students.”

“I situate myself as an academic and a practitioner by pushing 
to explore always the intersection of theory and practice.”

Description 
of Multiple 
Roles

“I assume the multiple positions and roles required of a 
service-learning practitioner scholar.”

“It is curricular and cocurricular; faculty and administrator; 
theory-driven and practice-based; program manager and 
program facilitator; and, most of all, practitioner-scholar 
and scholar-practitioner.”

“My hybrid role was essential due to the need for developing 
curriculum around civic engagement and leadership 
courses.”

Articulation 
of Hybrid 
Roles

“In this space that I was fi rst exposed to theories of social 
change I realized that I had a passion for the space between 
what is traditionally labeled as ‘student affairs’ and 
‘academic affairs.’”

 “Concepts of leadership, social change, and this space of 
making more engaging the curricular aspects of a student’s 
experience propelled me during the fi rst steps of my 
professional journey.”

“At this intersection, the undefi ned spaces where I fi nd my 
identity as a practitioner-scholar/scholar-practitioner is 
where I stand.”

Intersection of 
Identities as 
Agents of 
Change

“I have worked at four very different institutions and in 
roles that, on paper, may look unrelated. However, the 
common thread among them is that they have all been 
at the crossroads of the ‘curricular’ and ‘extracurricular’ 
experiences of students. At their core, they were all about 
the purpose and responsibility of institutions of higher 
education as centers of social and civic change.”

“It was a professional step that also participated in educational 
justice—providing educational access to students, 
challenging social structures of oppression, and empowering 
individuals through education.”
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Awareness of Positionality
The narratives revealed a distinct awareness of positionality, as each of us 
located ourselves in a distinct but less clearly defi ned professional identity. 
References in the narratives to the “conscious, lived experience” and “locating 
myself ” rooted our understanding through self-awareness. Clear evidence of 
refl ection on our location professionally surfaced in the narratives. This self-
awareness led to further exploration of our professional roles.

Description of Multiple Roles
The emphasis on multiple roles was a common notion in each of the nar-
ratives. The narratives provided insight into professional roles that carried 
multiple functions, such as administration and teaching or program devel-
opment and faculty development. Often describing roles as “multidimen-
sional,” the narratives provided myriad descriptions. The description of 
multiple roles also led to a clear articulation of hybrid roles, in which each 
of us serve in a “both/and” role. For example, responsibilities may include 
both administration and teaching. Yet the articulation of hybrid roles goes 
beyond dual roles into roles that bridge and cross boundaries.

Articulation of Hybrid Roles
The narratives demonstrated a shared understanding of our professional roles 
that were hybrid in nature. In fact, the hybrid nature was often described not 
as the combination of roles but rather as a distinct “space” across roles. In 
one narrative, it is stated as “I do not wear different hats; I am different roles 
at the same time.” In other words, our roles cross boundaries. The empha-
sis on “spaces between” and “undefi ned spaces” supports the description of 
boundary crossing associated with these hybrid roles.

Intersection of Identities as Agents of Change
The intersection of our hybrid professional identities are interwoven in 
these spaces working as agents of change. As one narrative states: “I am the 
intersection of learning spaces in and out of the classroom.” The hybrid role 
supporting boundary crossing speaks to not only crossing defi nitive roles 
to foster learning but also crossing the boundaries and spaces of normative 
structures to facilitate, and contribute to, change (institutional or social). As 
agents of change, our roles shift and our professional identity is framed less 
around function and more explicitly around the boundary crossing in both 
defi ned (e.g., institutional) and undefi ned spaces (e.g., community, hybrid 
roles).
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Articulating Identities In-Between Faculty Development and S-LCE
As the theme and subthemes associated with consciousness of identity indi-
cate, a distinct understanding of our unique role in higher education informs 
our approach to S-LCE, as well as how we connect faculty through edu-
cational development programs. Cognizance of our role allows us to have 
two feet in each world—community and classroom, academic learning and 
student development, faculty and administration.

Such identities are informed by the emerging literature around commu-
nity engagement professionals (CEPs). Dostilio (2017) provides an extensive 
framework for CEPs, including the role “characterized by sitting betwixt and 
between boundaries” (p. 5). The variance of these positions encompasses 
hybrid roles by defi nition, as Dostilio (2017) explains:

The conceptions of tempered radicals, transformational leaders, and social 
entrepreneurs . . . may provide us with templates and vocabularies to 
explain the ways in which CEPs function as leaders on their campuses and 
within larger associations of civic workers. (p. 5)

The central tenets established for the conceptual framework of CEPs are 
clearly stated as tempered radicalism, transformational leadership, and social 
entrepreneurship. This framework suggests the second generation of engage-
ment professionals are in a unique position to shift toward a new frontier of 
community engagement.

That new frontier surfaces in the expressed role of CEPs with faculty 
development. Rarely do we claim an identity of curriculum developers, 
instructional designers, and learning-space creators. Yet each time we sup-
port faculty in the construction of a service-learning course through syllabus 
development, community partner connections, experiential learning project 
development, and refl ection assignment development, we, in fact, serve in 
these faculty development roles. As our shared narratives express, and the 
thematic analysis confi rms, claiming our identity as faculty developers is an 
expression of this new frontier.

In the opening chapter of The Community Engagement Professional in 
Higher Education, contributors Lina D. Dostilio and Lane Perry (2017) state 
that CEPs—which we refer to in this edited volume as S-LCE profession-
als—are change-oriented leaders “using their positions within the middle 
spaces of their organizations to catalyze change and greater realization of 
postsecondary education’s civic purpose” (p. 2). In addition, they reference 
broader work in the fi eld around S-LCE professionals as border-crossing 
democratic civic professionals (Dostilio & Perry, 2017; Keith, 2015). As they 
point out, many times the work and identities of S-LCE professionals focus 
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on “effecting increasingly deeper civic commitments through our adminis-
trative labor” (Dostilio & Perry, 2017, p. 8), which is mirrored in the themes 
and subthemes that emerged around the values and community-focused 
nature of our personal narratives. Although there are some overlaps between 
our work and what Dostilio and Perry put forth in their chapter, their focus 
is more on ethical, civic, and social commitments and how we utilize our 
professional roles to move toward that (rather than placing them at the center 
of our work, as we suggest). In doing so, they talk about S-LCE profession-
als as doing change-oriented work, but indicate less directly what that means 
in relationship with our community(ies). That said, there are many areas 
of overlap, particularly with boundary crossing and engagement in multiple 
spaces.

Conclusion: Reflecting Together and Moving Forward

Through collaborative inquiry, thematic analysis of our shared narratives, 
and exploration of emerging themes, the analysis of our narratives confi rms 
an expressed identity around CEPs as faculty developers that is essential 
to articulate inversely. In other words, as CEPs, we are educational develop-
ers in S-LCE, and, as educational developers in S-LCE, we are also CEPs. 
The narrative heuristic emerging from our shared narratives provided rich 
refl exive space for us, as a coediting team, to explore this relationship more 
fully.

In the chapters that follow, the exploration of these borderlands will 
continue in dialogue with the reader, with an ongoing invitation to refl ect, 
as the preface indicates (giving a more detailed overview of the text). To 
provide a brief guide here, in part one, the reader will begin to explore dif-
ferent scholarly approaches introducing new faculty development frame-
works. In part two, the reader will engage in models of S-LCE and faculty 
development programs, including case studies from varied institutional 
contexts, to see how faculty development programs are implemented in 
the context of S-LCE, as well as lessons learned. In part three, further 
exploration of the intersection of S-LCE and faculty development will 
be highlighted through pedagogical considerations, institutional contexts, 
and dialogue around community partnership. In part four, the reader will 
be challenged to engage in change in the space between faculty develop-
ment and S-LCE, with practical strategies to foster scholarship as well as a 
theory of change. In effect, this edited volume invites you, as the reader, to 
consider your own professional identity in this borderland space.
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Reader Reflections
• Do you identify as an educational developer, S-LCE professional, or 

as a third-space professional? Why?
• How do you express your professional identity(ies) in your faculty 

development and S-LCE work?
• As you refl ect on your professional identity(ies), how do you articulate 

the in-between spaces of your work?
• What frameworks, models, and theories support your work in this 

space?
• What frameworks, models, and theories do you think need to be 

developed to support your work more fully?
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